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Prisoner Neal Landon never imagined going on summer vacation would be part of his punishment in

the grueling Life Sentence Diversion and Rehabilitation program. But tied into a painfully tight cord

harness which invades his most sensitive areas, he learns that even things like unloading a boat

and dragging gear to a campsite can be used to punish a prisoner. And island campsites, it turns

out, have trees to handcuff hapless prisoners to.Neal's finally learning to make the occasional good

decision - but his "reward" for good behavior goes sideways when the dangerous psychopath who

was arrested for kidnapping him at the training center paddles past them. What is he doing free?

And is Neal in danger from a sadistic killer?
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Ã¢Â€ÂœEnjoy the fruits of a better life enabled by better choices,Ã¢Â€Â• said Martin...'I tried to keep

this book as a treat for the weekend, but a sneaky peak turned into reading the whole story in one

fell swoop, I just couldn't resist.I think what I like most about the series is that both Martin and his

prisoner Neal are really engaging characters. They have flaws, but they are also smart, and witty

and I have come to care for them both.There's also a smouldering sexual tension between them



that keeps me hopeful although neither of them are acting on it. Yet.Maybe one day they might get

their happy ending since they've both given it consideration. Even if it's been dismissed for the

foreseeable future, I keep catching the sparks and nuance. It's an utter delight.Martin is a

resourceful fellow who can come up with some ingenious methods of punishment to curb Neal's

impulsive behaviour. My mind boggles.I enjoy the ethical dilemma as I wrestle with whether this type

of Rehabilitation Program using corporal punishment could ever be acceptable. I keep reading in

shocked fascination. This is definitely not BDSM-lite.There's an interesting dynamic in that Martin is

a sadist as well as being extremely professional and insightful. He believes in what he's doing and

it's hard not to fall under his spell.Both Martin and Neal are aware of the potential for the system to

be abused by people with less integrity and understanding. Neal has an appreciation that the

regime may be harsh but he's in safe hands with Martin.Martin decides that rehabilitation should

include some time away from their usual habitat and he takes Neal on a camping trip. Meanwhile as

the guys explore the countryside, Neal's nemesis makes an unwelcome and potentially dangerous

reappearance.Hands up, I admit that I am crazy about this series of books. I am now awaiting book

11 with bated breath.Whilst I am never impressed with books that end on cliff-hangers, these books

don't do that. Each story has a satisfactory conclusion, but just as in real life there's plenty of loose

threads. I am desperately curious to discover what happens next.Hopefully I won't be kept waiting

too long!** My thanks to the author who provided a complimentary copy in exchange for an honest

review **

Have greatly been enjoying this series. I was a bit upset when I saw that  said it was book 10 of 10,

meaning that there weren't anymore. Fortunately, the publication date is recent, so hopefully the

author will be writing more!Editing is not always perfect and using the "next chapter" heading to say

thanks for reading is a bit cruel (ex: Heading says "Chapter Six"... and you realize there is no

chapter six... but that's editorial).The end of each book feels more like a chapter ending. I hope

someday, when the whole story is written, the author will combine everything into a single volume

and do a bit of polishing to streamline and beautify an incredible story. So author, uh, please, sir? ;)

Great new addition to the series. I love the twist in the plot! I also really hope that Neal and Martin

get together after Neal gets out of the program. Let's hope that it doesn't take several years for that

to happen! I wonder how many books is going to be in the series? Many more I hope, perhaps in

the program and after? Can't wait to see!



I'm starting to understand the importance of torture helping Neal change his mindset and this

episode didn't yuck me out with the visuals of previous chapters of extreme torture. I love the

relationship developing between Neal and Martin; I just want to see a little more feeling from Martin.

I have read all ten books and they keep leaving me wanting more. Neal is starting to learn that every

action has a reaction. I am like other readers that I want Martin and Neal together as a couple, but

not until Neal gets his parole.

I have read every book in this series. I am so addicted and look forward to each new release. It's a

must read for me whenever a new release of the series comes out regardless of what else I might

be reading. I will drop it and read this first!!

I get a bad feeling whenever Logan is around. Although Martin's tormented emotionally just as bad

as Neal is physically. I think Martin is in need of relief of the sexual type. Maybe Logan could lend a

hand....?
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